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WVOF Wins 100 Watts
by Chris Tyler
WVOF, the campus based radio station, Connecticut Education Telecommunications
(C.E.T.O), and two Long Island schools have
reached an agreement allowing WVOF, 88.5 F.M.,
to increase its power to 100 watts. This agreement
was reached in an out of court settlement approximately two weeks ago.
Shawn O'Leary, WVOF station manager, said
that problems arose when competition for the air
waves began about two or three years ago. WVOF
had requested that The Federal Communications
Commissions allow WVOF increase its power to
100 watts. At that time the FCC then allowed any
and all other interested broadcasting organizations if they would like to submit simmilar requests. Connecticut Education Telecommunications was interested in establishing a station in
the Southern Connecticut region. Problems became more evident when two Long Island schools
which broadcast atasimilarF.M. frequency feared
that the establishment of the Connecticut Education Telecommunications station would interfere with their broadcast region.
Several documents are yet to be analyzed by
Mr. O'Leary. These documents contain minor
problems that still need to be resolved. One such
decision is the placement of the antenna for transmission. Apparently WVOF made this arrangement to facilitate the negotiations with the other
parties.
Mr. O'Leary stated that he hoped to be able to
install the new equipment over the semester break
and be ready for operation in the Spring term of
85. According to Mr. O'Leary approximately forty
thousand dollars is needed to purchase the
necessary equipment.
The next step for WVOF is to obtain a building
permit from the Federal Communications Commission through a judge. Once the building permit is received then the equipment will be
installed. With the increase in wattage WVOF will
now be able to broadcast to the towns of Westport, Easton, Fairfield, and Trumbull. The entire
city of Bridgeport will also be contained within
WVOF's broadcast radius.
Mr. O'Leary commented that with the increase
in power he would like to see WVOF go stereo,
but he added that there were many factors to be
considered in making this decision. The most important factor is that if WVOF does go stereo, its
actual out put would drop to 50 watts. This is because stereo operates with two channels, while
mono operates with one.
A new training program is being instituted at
WVOF. This training program is designed to teach
all aspects of radio operation. "One of my first
priorities is to establish this training program,"
Mr. O'Leary stated. He added "What we are looking for is professionalism."

Mr. O'Leary went on saying that he also wanted to consolidate the programming and develop
programming for a variety of listeners. "What we
want to do is be able to offer something for everyone," O'Leary said.
A board of directors presides over the student
run radio station and has acted in an advisory capacity during the recent litigation. Fairfield University is picking up the expense of legal fees
incurred. A law firm based in Washington D.C. was
held on retainer by WVOF.
WVOF is a student club that receives an annual budget of fourteen to fifteen thousand dollars.
This money is raised from the student activity fee
paid by Fairfield University students with their
tuition.
A public relations campaign will soon be mounted to help establish a more positive attitude
towards the radio station. Articles on the station's
programming have appeared in the Bridgeport
Post, a local daily publication, and an article will
appear in this Sunday edition of the New York
Times.

The vioice of Farifield will expand and strengthen soon.

[Photo by Gerry McPartland]

Orientation Succeeds Overwhelmingly
by Christine Ryan and Stephen J. Humes
"This was one of the best programs in the history of Orientation at Fairfield," declared Jeanne
Osborn, Director of Orientation and also Judicial
Officer.
"It is difficult to organize 250 volunteers and
keep them working for 72 hours," continued Osborn. "Our motive was to make the new students
feel secure emotionally and academically through
social and academic programs, using their peers
as guides." The Orientation program acts as a
guide to the Fairfield community for the in-coming
students for the next four years. "We laid down
the foundations of students' expectations and
gave them a little dose of all facets of life," during
the three day program.
The co-chairs of Orientation, John Mancini and
Meg Geary both felt that the session went "even
better than we expected... We had three long
grueling days from Wednesday to Saturday and
yet it seemed everyone had enough energy for
Sunday (when the freshmen arrived)." Geary was
"surprised at how much they (the freshmen) were
ready to be a part of Fairfield." This year involved
the largest freshman class in the history of Fairfield University.
Along with the influx of freshmen, a select
group of transfer students arrive each fall and
spring. "Their program is more informal, and
geared towards the individual in the Fairfield sys-

tem" stated Osborn, since transfers have already
been initiated into college life. "Marissa Picornell
and Colleen O'Connell had total control of the program," emphasized Osborn. "Our attitude is that
they transferred in, and they know what transfers
need and want, so they are free to program it."
Additions to the programs of the past were placing commuters temporarily on-campus for the
weekend, tissues on parents' survival kits, announcements on WVOF and an Orientation Daily
newsletter. The Sunday night entertainment was
well attended, but Osborn felt that some of the
material was objectionable. "Much of it was distasteful for a Jesuit institution and did take offense.
I was personally disappointed in the content at
times... Abrams and Andersen appeared here
last year and gave a clean, funny performance."
She stressed that the new committees will be
looking into the feasability of a dinner
theatre/caberet atmosphere next year.
The few problems encountered by the Orientation staff were minor. "Everyone helped on Sunday," stated Mancini, "but some people did not
show on Monday and Tuesday." There was also
a personnel problem once the townhouses
opened their doors. The movie shown was not
well attended, and funds may be redirected to
other activities in the future.
"We wanted to stress that there has to be a
balance in college life. Many freshmen are hesitant to get involved. There is a definite fear ele-

ment because they don't know what they can
handle," mentioned Osborn. "We wanted the
newcomers to be well prepared on Wednesday
for academics, but we also wanted to show other
facets of Fairfield life." The festivities on Monday
and Tuesday were structured to include a fiftyfifty split between academics and activities.
John Mancini mentioned thanking the junior
class for their help. "It set a great tone for the year
ahead, and if the juniors can keep that spirit going all year we'll have a great class." The enthusiasm manifested itself when the juniors were
victorious in the greased pole climb, wrestling the
title formerly won by the freshmen.
There was much praise for the co-chairs from
Jeanne Osborn. "Their gift of public speaking and
their creativeness all made a lasting impression.
They took command as peer leaders in a difficult
position, and blended new ideas with past traditions. It will be a great benefit to have them continue as consultants next year."
Plans have already begun for the Class of 1989.
Osborn will choose a new subchair for Budgets.
This position will be mainly to relieve the financial paperwork that she has had to deal with in
the past. "Every year we think it's a fool proof system, but it's not. It's a learning experience for me
also." Osborn adds her experience to the program
year to year "and the junior class adds its youthfulness."

Ministry Acquires New Chaplain
Fairfield, Conn.—Fairfield University has
named Susan Connery, a former lobbyist for Network, a Catholic social justice group, as assistant chaplain in the Campus Ministry.
She brings to the appointment the hope that
she can help university students build their awareness of the need for social justice with special
concern for the people is paramount among her
concern.
Connery becomes the fourth woman to fill the
post at the Jesuit university and the second who
was not a member of a religious order.
Ms. Connery will also be engaged with assisting students with spiritual direction, leading
retreats and with counseling. She explained,
"Counseling can sound so long-term to students
when their need may actually be to have someone listen to them right now. People need affirmation. They need to be assured that they are
good; in who they are, in their careers and studies
or in relations with others."

The housing dilemmas on and off campus continue to plague the administration and the
students and have led to interference from Fairfield town residents. (See editorial on page 3)
[Photo by Gerry McPartland]

In working with students, she is concerned that
they are worried primarily about their future
careers. "In the current swing, students have become very conservative and worry about themselves instead of about the world as a much larger
picture. But I'm not always afraid of where society is heading. I have hope. I believe people who
believe they are content have the potential within
themselves for radical change. It all takes time
and the right moment and someone to lay out alternatives.
"In fact, in the past year more Fairfield University students.have come to Campus Ministry and

devoted more hours as volunteers for Community Alternatives, a food co-op for the poor in
Brideport, than ever before. Maybe the students
are responding to the message provided on campus by the Campus Ministry and the new Faith
and Justice Coalition."
In 1978, she received a B.S. degree in law enforcement and hoped for a career in investigations. Her internship her senior year with Brockton
Multi-Service Center led to a position in occupational therapy work and then to Patient Service
Coordinator for the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society of Rhode Island. She continued her education through a two-year Diocesan Lay Ministry
program. There she reached out to lead retreats
for single adults, lay persons, families and interfaith groups.
Connery then enrolled for a master's degree
in pastoral ministry at Seattle University, Washington, and became a chaplain in the burn unit at
Harborview Medical Center in Seattle. She is
nearing completion of a thesis that would help
nurses form support groups to deal with the
stresses of burn nursing in a wholistic way, mainly
through communication.
Susan now plans to share her feelings and expriences with the Fairfield campus community
and hopes to work with the faculty to sponsor programs that will build student understanding of issues. "I want to take part in student's lives and
activities and to be a woman who promotes the
lay church and how to live life fully."
■ (courtesy of Public Relations)
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Dean Selection Process Continues

Ground changes
by Wendy Chamberlain

by Deborah A. Nanfeldt
As its first order of business this Autumn, the
Fairfield University Academic Council will appoint
a Search Committee whose task will be to select
a new dean forthe College of Arts and Sciences.
Presently, Dr. Kurt C. Schlichting is Acting Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences and has
served in that capacity since the former dean,
Stephen Weber left last term.
In a September 5,1984 interview Dean Schlichting explained the selection process. He commented on the importance of the work involved in
choosing a new dean,".. .these committees work
very carefully, work very hard and recognize the
seriousness of the search." He added, "It is very
important for students as well... a permanent
dean will set the tone and provide direction." The
process begins in the Academic Council. The
Academic Council is a standing committee of the
University composed of representatives from all
departments and schools within the University.
Each department elects or chooses a represen-

tative from its ranks to sit on the Council. By next
month the Academic Council hopes to have a
Search Committee in place to begin its selection
process.
Once the Search Committee is formed the actual screening of applicants proceeds. According to Dean Schlichting, the Search Committee
is looking for a candidate who is able to fill a,
"... position of immense responsibility. The ideal
candidate would be both scholar and experiened;
that's asking for alot but that's what we'd like."
Applicants may be from outside the University or
from within the University Community.
How will the actual selection occur? First advertisements are placed in the "Chronical of
Higher Education." This is a publication dealing
with the administration of colleges and universities. As resumes are received they will go through ,
several levels of screening until a smaller, select'
group is asked in for interviews.
Finally, after passing approval on all levels a
new Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
will be selected.

Dean Schlichting is confident Fairfield will be
an attractive institution to prospective applicants.
"Fairfield is a strong institution. Its financial structure is in place. We are in a position to plan and
innovate... many institutions are scrambling for
students. We are growing, planning and building."
Schlichting also emphasized Fairfield's strong
faculty and strong student body. "We are one of
those few who are truly selective." He added that
only 70 universities admit less than one half who
apply. Fairfield is one such university. This combination of factors makes Fairfield attractive to
prospective administrators.
Although not a candidate himself for permanent dean, Dr. Schlichting will serve for one year
in his capacity as Acting Dean. Originally scheduled for sabbatical in Paris this fall, Dr. Schlichting has served as chair for the Sociology Department in the past. He is an Assistant Professor of
Sociology and received his Bachelor of Arts from
Fairfield University and his Master of Arts and doctorate from New York University.

University News Briefs
"I am pleased with the quality of the freshman
class," declared David Flynn, director of admissions. The class of 1988 has a median SAT score
of 1079-515 verbal and 564 math. The students
represent 21 states including California, Florida,
Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin and West Virginia. The
majority came from the Eastern Seaboard. Most
of the new class were among the top twenty percent of their high school classes. "I think the freshman class is a very good class academically. They
are well prepared and ready to face the challenges of Fairfield University," stated Flynn.
The quarterly magazine Fairfield Now of the
university won an award over the summer for ex-

Boos

cellence in internal magazines from the Fairfield
County Chapter of Women in Communications,
Inc. Anita M. Oliva, University editor, said "We're
very pleased" with the honor. Each edition of Fairfield Now is distributed to all Alumni, parents, and
friends of the University. The competition for the
Matrix Award was open to all communicators who
work or live in Fairfield County.

The university's literary magazine Groundstar
will be having its first meeting on Tuesday September 18 in room B-42 of the Campus Center
at 3:30. All thos interested are urged to attend.
Any questions? Contact Mary Field at 259-3840.

Cheers

The boo of the week has to go to the nasty tactics used in the water fight on Sunday evening...
injuries resulting from using bleach in the buckets instead of the normally harmless water and
also the careless grip some of the aquainsurgents used when a bucket was sent flying
into the face of a freshman giving him a four stitch
reminder of the evening... a big boo to the electronic prowess of SNET... if they moved much
slower the campus payphones would have to be
guarded by the Connecticut State Police because
of the incredible amount of dimes that they hold,
we need our phones to keep in touch with each
other.

Cheers to the first of many bookfairs sponsored
by F.U.S.A.... a great alternative to the campus
cleaners a.k.a. the university bookstore, may the
ones held in the future be even more successful... a cheer to the achievement of WVOF in
securing the right to go to the new strength of 100
watts... as soon as the university is ready to fund
their revamping we all will listen to the voice of
Fairfield's stronger signal... to people who fill up
ice trays after they empty them—that's what being a Christian is all about.

College Bowl Offers
Mental Challenge
College Bowl, the Varsity Sport of the mind, will
be played at Fairfield University this fall starting
Tuesday October 9.
Over the past thirty years, COLLEGE BOWL
has become one of the most prestigious and
popular traditions on campuses all across America. Like the popular G.E. College Bowl and High
School Bowl television programs, the game features two teams of four players each competing
to score points to Toss Up and Bonus questions.
The questions cover every conceivable Subject
from literature, science, history, current events,
religion, and philosophy to rock 'n' roll. The emphasis is on recall and entertainment for both players and audience.

Students who wish to play in the campus championship may sign up in teams of four plus one
alternate at the information desk from Monday
September 24th to Monday October 1st. There
will be a $10 registration fee and the field will be
limited to 16 teams.
This year, for the first time, each team will be
allowed one member who is either a graduate student, administrator, or member of the faculty.
If you are interested in one of the hottest
"sports" on campus, then come out and play.
For more information, contact Peg Alexander,
graduate assistant in the Campus Center at ext.
2377.

Financial Aid
Attention

All Students who are receiving Pell Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, National Direct Student Loans and/or Work Study Jobs, Please come to
The financial Aid office (Loyola 13) on the following
dates:
SENIORS: September 24, 1984
JUNIORS: September 25, 1984
SOPHOMORES: September 26, 1984
FRESHMAN: September 27, 1984
Remember—\bu must sign in order to receive credit on your account.

The ninth annual Experience Appalachia will
be returning to campus this year on October 6
an 7. The festival, the only one of its kind in the
Northeast, features men and women from eight
Appalachian states who will demonstrate traditional American handcrafts such as quilts and pottery. In addition, there will be continuous live
entertainment provided by musicians and
dancers from Kentucky and Virginia. Sponsors
of the festivities are Appalachian Volunteers, Inc.
and the university Campus Ministry. Admission
will be $2 for adults and $1.50 for students and
Senior Citizens. The event will be held rain or
shine.

In a recent interview with Provost Dr. John Barrone, it was found that many structural and physical changes have occurred throughout the
summer months at Fairfield. Topics discussed
were townhouse construction, Bellarmine Pond,
relocation of the Upward Bound office, and among others.
A watchful eye has been kept on the construction of the new townhouses. Having the finished
product ready for the first day of school has been
quite a task due to the amount of rainfall during
the summer. According to Dr. Barrone, "They will
be ready."
Bellarmine Pond was dredged for the first time
since 1955. In dredging, old mud and water were
removed and replaced.
Faculty members whose offices are in Canisius
Hall can breathe easier in the heat. The faculty
wing in Canisius is now air conditioned.
Heating and ventilation systems in Gonzaga
Auditorium were replaced. The purpose of this
action was to allow for less limited use of auditorium space. On the past Gonzaga's use was limited to movies and a few concerts.
Physics laboratory 139 has been divided and
converted to a computer lab and a graphics lab.
Still in the works is the installation of smoke detectors in the hallways of the dormitories. These
are in addition to those already existing in individual rooms.
The Upward Bound office found its new home
in the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall. The Upward
Bound office formerly resided in Xavier Hall.
"Classroom space was needed in Xavier," explained Upward Bound's Mr. Shane Gaskins.
Dr. Barrone also briefly mentioned the opening of the Northeast entrance to the University
campus. The Northwest entrance was also relocated, 80 feet south of its former location. Details
on the zoning issues of this process will be available at a later date.

Students Move Forward—Upward
by Wendy Chamberlain
The Fairfield University Upward Bound program, directed by Ida Lindsy and Shane T.
Gaskins has been on Campus since 1966. Their
office has recently been moved to Gonzaga Hall
301—ground floor from Xavier Hall at the Prep
school. There are 400 Upward Bound programs
across the United States. One hundred and ten
students from the Bridgeport area participate in
the Fairfield University program.
The Upward Bound program caters to those
students in 10th, 11th, and 12th grade who do not
possess proper academic credentials and who
become aware of the need for such in their future. Upward Bound is an agent designed to help
students expand their career prospective options
while increasing their skills' development. It assists youths from low-income families, who have
academic potential but may lack adequate secondary school preparation, by preparing them for
post-secondary school education.
To become eligible for the Upward Bound program, students must be taking college preparatory courses and show potential and interest in
expanding their horizons. These students are
recommended by their guidance counselors and
are then further interviewed. Two to three hundred
students apply each year for approximately 20
available positions.
There are two 6-week sessions; summer and

<s£$"

winter. Both sessions have students taking classes including English, Math, Calculus, History, and
Reading comprehension. The Upward Bound
program has certified professionals to teach in
each area. In addition to taking classes the students must spend two hours in the library each
day.
While the winter session is strictly academic,
the summer session includes many field trips.
During the 6 weeks in the summer the students
are housed in Campion Hall where their resident
advisors are available at all times for guidance
and also to instruct them in such areas as weight
lifting and dance, etc. Field trips are to places such
as Broadway plays, and museums. For the college bound, Upward Bound takes tours of various colleges and universities.
Sophomores in the Upward Bound program become part of what is called "Outward Bound" during the summer session. Outward Bound familiarizes students with "the great outdoors." They are
exposed to such sports as hiking, camping,
canoeing, and Mountain climbing, to name a few.
During a student's senior year in the program,
he or she may compete for a one year scholarship to the college or university of his or her
choice.
"I feel it (Upward Bound) is a good Program,"
said Shane Gaskins, assistant director. "It helps
students to be more disciplined in their studies
and gives them an idea of what is needed in
college."

SPECTACULAR
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SAMPLE SALE
to benefit
LADY STAGS BASKETBALL TEAM
sat. Sept 15,1983
10 am -4 pm
Rear of Alumni Hall Gymnasium
sponsored by the Lady stags Booster Club
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Beach Housing Strains
Students who are beach residents returned to the university this semester into a community inflamed with the issue of whether they as temporary renters in the area are acting responsibly. The
area is now shared to a larger degree by full year residents who choose the beach as a permanent
place to live.
Problems arise from the new mix of full year residents who winterize and vastly improve the homes
that were formerly used only as rentals. When a set of circumstances such as these arise, conflicts
begin to emerge. Two different life styles are butting heads against each other instead of mixing together.
What is the solution to the problems that exist now on the Fairfield Beach Road? A number of
routes could be pursued. The university has to weigh the severity of the situation and decide if the
problem warrants building additional campus housing for its students. A decision such as this could
only be made if the beach closed down to students to such a great degree that the number of beds
lost in the area was high enough to put a large number of students out in the cold.
The situation at the beach would have to become quite severe to warrant more campus housing
since Fairfield already provides a far higher than average percentage of students with housing. The
national average of universities and colleges stands at the level of 47% of its students with a place
to stay on campus. Only the service academies and a handful of other educational institutions provide higher percentages.
Problems at the beach may not cause the university to take such radical action. The test of how
ardent the complaints from the beach are will show as we progress in to the term. If anything should
be noted from this current problem, the fact should be noted that the students who rent down at
the beach both have responsibilities and rights at the same time. Off campus residents should note
the current tensions that exist and take a moment to be more considerate of their neighbors. Being
on guard and showing more consideration toward the area residents will go a long way in the direction of solving the conflicts that now exist.
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Bless
America
There are those that claim that ours is a sick
society, that our Government is sick, that our
Country is sick, that we are sick. Well, maybe they
are right. I submit that I am sick and maybe you
are too.
I'm sick of being told that religion is the (opiate) of the people, but marijuana should be legalized. I'm sick of being told that pornography is
the right of a free press, but freedom of the press
does not include being able to read the Bible on
school grounds.
I'm sick of politicians with no backbone. I'm sick
of cynical attitudes toward patriotism. Most of all
though, I'm sick of being told that I'm sick, and
that my country is sick, when we have the greatest
nation that man has ever brought forth on the face
of the earth.
Yes, I may be sick, but if I'm only sick, I can
get well, and I can help my country get well.
You will find me at work, paying taxes, and you'll
find me contributing my time, money, personal
influence to helping churches, hospitals, charities, and other establishments which have shown
the true spirit of the Country's determination to
ease pain, suffering, eliminate hunger, and generate brotherhood and the salvation of lost souls.
Most of all, you'll find me at the polling place.
There all of us can cast our vote for "AMERICA"
where people can walk the streets without fear.
"God Bless America."
Editor's Note:
This letter was received by the customer service department at High Standard, Inc., East Hartford, CT from a man in York, South Carolina. He
sent a copy of his federal firearms license printed on the other side of this "blessing," in order
to purchase a hand gun directly from the factory.
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Better Than The Rest
Fairfield University's policy for graduation exercises is at a critical point. Due to certain disrespectful members of the Class of '84, the
graduation exercises have been modified. Students switched seats, guzzled alcohol, and
cheered noisily during the exercises creating

more of a party atmosphere than an official exercise commemorating the end of four years of education.
This exhibition by the Class of '84 caused the
University to give one last chance to the class of
'85 to prove that we can act as mature adults on

Letters

University Council
Dear Editor,
Your editorial from September 6 (Issues, Answers and You) has caused me to write this letter. The first issue of The Mirrohs a perfect time
to provoke student input and participation in decisions made by those who govern us.
When rules and policies" are changed, or not
changed, the students are too often treated as
transients, and it seems that our voice is not
heard. However, this is not totally the fault of the
administration. If student opinions are heard only
after a decision has been made, then the blame
should not be placed on the decision makers.
These decisions should be a two way street,
with input, ideas and suggestions from both sides
of the bargaining table.

Deli Is Back
Dear Editor,
As one could have read in this paper, the student Deli has been faced with some problems that
have carried over since last year. With your continued support, my staff and I will be able to offer
you a convenient, on-campus alternative in food
service.
We apologize for the delay in opening, but
promise consistency in our store hours and quality
of service.
We look forward to seeing you this Friday night.
Sincerely,
Christopher Garvey
President
Fairfield Student Market, Inc.

Students should be encouraged to use the University Council to their advantage. Many times
open communication with members of the Council uncovers the details of a given situation. More
organization on our side will make for a much
smoother decision making process, and a more
involved student body.
Sincerely,
Steven P. Roy '87
Economics/Philosophy Major

our graduation day. If this graduating class
chooses to act disorderly, as some classes in the
past have chosen to, Fairfield students will no
longer receive their diplomas individually; rather,
en masse graduation will be introduced, in which
each school stands and has its degrees conferred
as a whole, without recognizing the class as individuals.
Some measures are being taken to insure that
the graduation is orderly, such as holding the
ceremony in the morning to cut down on tailgaiting, prohibiting alcohol anywhere within the
graduation exercises and giving every student a
name card to be handed to the announcer so that
each student is on stage as his name is being
called. These measures should allow for a more
orderly atmosphere, but they can't work without
student cooperation. The Class of '85 has enough
tact and intelligence to honor one of the most important days of life in a mature way on graduation day. Let this class prove what other classes
have neglected that our 4 years at Fairfield
weren't a fluke, that we're better than the rest.

"GREAT
FOOD
AT
GREAT
PRICES"
Specializing in
Fine Greek Food &

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

Try a Gyro now
at 50t off!
SEATING NOW AVAILABLE
Call in Orders Welcome 259-1960
1342 Kings Highway Cut-off in Fairfield, CT
(Directly across from Carvel at the Fairfield Circle)
Mon-Sat 9 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Who Cares About World War III?
by David E. Sleasman
I share the frustration and fear every American
citizen and every person in the world feels over
the possibility of a nuclear war. The most important issue we will ever face is the prevention of
nuclear holocaust. The consequences of even
a limited war in Europe, Asia or Africa would be
catastrophic. Deterrence of such a conflict is the
highest objective and our only rational military
strategy.
A nuclear freeze in itself would not promote stability and reduce the risk of war. Rather, a freeze
at unequal levels on either side may very well
result in heightened coercion or aggression. Permanent stability is essential to maintain peace.
The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are roughly equal in

The most important issue we
will ever face is the prevention of nuclear holocaust.
The consequences of even
a limited war in Europe, Asia
or Africa would be catastrophic.

nuclear strength. We are ahead in some areas;
they in others. For example, th U.S.S.R. has roughly 7,500 nuclear warheads, the U.S. has 9,400.
Translation: The United States is fully capable of
defending itself by retaliating against any possible attack, Soviet or otherwise.
A question rises from these figures, which I
quote from government sources, namely why are
we so scared at the fact that the Soviets are gaining or have surpassed us in strength? I, to this
day have never heard of any American official,
military or otherwise, say he would be willing to
trade our nuclear forces for those of the Russians. Think about it!
The current administration opposes a freeze
because of this fear of being second. But while
the United States builds more, the Soviet Union
will not sit idle. History demonstrates the Soviets
will match us every step and every missle in the
futile and increasingly dangerous goal of nuclear
and military superiority. The Soviets are in the
same position we are in.
They fear the same things and possibilities.
Why not, they are only human. Yes, they are human beings of different culture and tongue, but
not instinct. Why do we put them on pedestals?
Because we assume they are not bothered by the
results of A Day After—a holocaust of nuclear
hell. They are human beings, communist or not.
(When I say they, I speak solely of the government.) Of course, every society needs a
scapegoat, and the Soviets take the blame for
anything that goes wrong in the world, even for
our own blunders.
The new trend is modernization. For example,
the MX missle system. Another example is the

improvements in the Soviet intercontinental ballistic missies which have given the Soviet Union
the means to destroy a large part of our missle
force and create a cloud that would kill every living thing.
Reduction, along with the freeze, is not feasible, for some time now, suspicions have grown
that the Soviet Union has not been living up to
its obligations under SALT I and other exisiting
arms control treaties. I think I can safely say we
have not either. So what can be done? Well, I am
not all-knowing, but we can stop by brusing their
ego, by denouncing them and insulting their pride.
This will only help.
President Reagan recently has propsed many
plans, that he attests the Soviets refused to look
at. He's right, but personally I would not either,
if I felt someone believed me to be an ignorant
and sub-human life form. Arms control is not a
favor to the Soviets. It is an option to extincton.
Remember that word. Sounds almost pre-historic.
Communication is the word. This is the first step
before any talks of freeze or reduction or peace.
I have a suggestion, why not look at the Soviets
as representatives of the Russian people. People like Mom or Dad, girfriend or boyfriend, professor or student, not as evil, irrational, and arrogant
characters from a Dick Tracy cartoon or a James
Bond movie. Once this happens, their press officials and military will begin to respect us because
we took the initiative. Then, and only then, can
the Soviets come to the bargaining tables in good
faith. Progress is easy if we try. Peace is progress.

John Orman, 1984 Congressional candidate
of Connecticut's 4th District, held a press conference here in Fairfield recently concerning his
campaign and the 1984 race. Orman opened the
meeting asking for his opponent, Stew McKinney to place a spending cap on this year's campaign at $150,000. Reportedly, McKinney, prior
to the campaign had already raised $200,000 to
Orman's approximate campaign funds to date of
$5,000. "I know the voters of the district can't be
bought; but, it seems that Stew McKinney thinks
otherwise..." Orman stated.
Orman cited the $1 million McKinney has spent
in the past seven elections as outrageous.
However, over seven elections, McKinney spent
an average amount of $143,000, which is well un-
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[ POLITICS 1
America The Ugly
by David E. Sleasman
Violence scars this nation and corrupts its
youth. We are that youth, What does it take to
teach America about itself? Day by day, America's all too familiar crime clock ticks faster and
faster. The curse of violent crime is rampant, not
just in the ghettos of depressed cities, but in the
small towns and rural villages. These are the very
places where America built its foundation over
two hundred years ago.
There has been an ever present shift of public
attitude in these two centuries. Americans do not
desire to throw the shackles of dominance away
as did their fore-fathers, simply the ropes and
chains of injustice. In reaction to this urgent need,
Americans are arming themselves with guns as
though they still ranged in the frontier of the past.
Fire-arms won America its freedom, but are quickly turning the tide of individual justice against
those of society.
After all the recent outrages, the street violence,

It Is Time To Wake Up
by David E. Sleasman
Perhaps never before in the history of the world
has there been an emblem so full of the great aspirations of all men everywhere as the flag of the
United States. Countless generations of immigrants have sought a new life and a new world
in America, drawn by promise and liberty. In this
open, but complex culture the machines of society take on a life of their own. They run themselves, perhaps efficiently, perhaps productively,
but seemingly in a less comprehensible fashion.
This relationship between the government and
the people has been misconstrued.
This partisan rivalry of our nation was so enacted to purposely involve the people, thus creating our unique situation. From this comes the
responsiblity of the individual, and his or her
proper position on the political 'totem pole,' In essence, this relation and its ambalance must be
understood in hopes of change and closer parity
between the people and their government.
A part of this realization is that the government
affects everything in this society, while it also infringes upon the very freedom guaranteed. Secondly, the communication amongst the people
with their leadership is blunted by the very distrust each holds towards this body of authority.
A system operated by a minority of people creating a distance between themselves and the

Campaign Trail: 1984
by Frank O'Brien and David E. Sleasman
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der Orman's proposed limit. Dr. Orman also pointed out that McKinney received an estimated $1.2
million from the selling of some property in
Washington DC, implying these funds would be
used in the campaign. With this, Orman preceded to criticize the Republican campaign in a district that McKinney has won overwhelming since
1970.
Orman charged McKinney with "trying to turn
it (the race) into a Democratic primary." The
Democratic candidate also accused McKinney
of refuting the Republican platform but accepting funds from Republican contributors. This led
Orman to state that McKinney is deceiving his
financial backers. From this, implying that there
is little differences between McKinney and himself. McKinney's voting record, however, tells a
different story.

majority creates ignorance, indifference and a
misled public. In this instance, the understanding of the minority destroys a government supposedly for the masses. The freedoms acquired
through the Bill of Rights, written by a few, are
not an assurance to the point of implication.
The needed connection between the individual and government is so important, but is so little
sought by the very people who revolted for them
over 200 years ago. In a century of great and fervent change, the people must grow closer and
participate more, not sever and isolate themselves
from the very system our ancestors formed.
In other words, it is time that America get involved in the very system we all boast about so
much. As an Ameican, I cannot say that I have
been the biggest enthusiast. I know how it works,
you sit around on election eve and think about
the issues and decide that your vote really does
not matter. You are not alone, for across the nation millions (MILLIONS) are saying the same
thing. So the election passes and Mondale gets
elected. We will hear the complaints of countless
of unsatisfied people. That is not bad, that is
democracy, but some of those same people were
voters and some were not. The non-voters have
no right to voice their opinion of they refuse the
opportunity at the polls. If Ronald Reagan is reelected, the people have no one to blame or pat
on the back beside themselves. We rule ourselves; we are adults. Let us act like adults.
Editor's Note: This article is being reprinted because of the importance of the upcoming election.

the urban violence at a McDonalds restaurant,
the assaults upon leaders—the failures and the
successes—after all of this can anyone deny that
this generation has abdicated its responsibility
to tame the flow of guns into society? Guns in
American society is not a new problem. But their
unchecked growth must be viewed with deep
alarm by all law-abiding citizens, as one is pitted
against another in a fight for survival.
Abraham Lincoln died for his country's survival,
in much the same manner as McKinley, Garfield
and John Kennedy. President Reagan is living
proof of the dangers of unregulated gun purchases. They, all of them, are saddening testimony to the growing plague of this union. Lincoln
once stated, "the dogmas of the quiet past, are
inadequate to the story present." Although Lincoln did not face the conflicts of the present, he
understood the need to deal with all mattes of
great concern, immediately.
In this democratic nation there is a document
that ensures certain fundamental liberties. Inscribed in the Bill of Rights is the right of the people to keep and bare arms. Although it is a
guaranteed freedom, it is a growing disease, that
may very well infest and destroy the base of the
very democracy we all pride ourselves on so
much! One man's justice is another's injustice,
as the saying goes. Unfortunately, with guns the
injustice rrtay result in my, your or a friend's death.

Based on some estimates, guns are statistically like rats. They
outnumber the population. With these unshakeable facts, there is
solid evidence that gun
control can bring down
the crime rate.
It is an undeniable fact that a gun is the most efficient hand-held killer and one in every four Americans is an owner of one.
Based on some estimates, guns are statistically
like rats. They outnumber the population. Nearly
five billion rounds of ammunition flowthrough the
market place each year—enough bullets to wipe
out the world's entire human population and destroy much of the animal kingdom. With these unshakeable facts, there is solid evidence that gun
control can bring down the crime rate. The most
dramatic reduction would occur in the number
of family or neighbor related killings. If a gun is
not on a closet shelf or in a table drawer, an angry domestic argument is unlikely to escalate into
a corpse on the street corner or the family floor.
The time is now.

Each week the Politics Pages will publish an opinion poll question and the results of a previous poll question. Responses are requested to be turned in to the Mirror Office or Box AA.

The Politics Page Poll
What do you think of Reagan's
performance as President?
Excellent
Good
Fair

STUDENTS!
EARN EXTRA CASH NOW..
SELL FALL FASHIONS..
TRAIN FOR CAREER...

Poor
Other
COMMENTS:

THE TALBOTS' new store in STAMFORD TOWN CENTER offers flexible
evenings/weekend schedules for students who can work part-time selling
our quality women's clothing and accessories. Employee discounts, other
benefits. Call Mrs. Philips, 356-1264
i k*"v itvr^n^ f
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SMEDLEY'S
Need a place to go
that students can afford?
We're known for our Specials
*Mon:

Free Pizza during the
football game
50$ Mugs of Beer, $2.50 for
Tues:
a 60 Oz Pitcher (9-CL)
99$ All Bar Drinks (9-CL)
Wed:
You Can't Beat That!
*Thurs:
99$ Shots (9-CL)
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
*Fri:
Join us for our Second
Q96-Stroh's Happy Hour
September 14 from 5 to ?
Live D.J., drink specials, raffles, prizes,
free hors d'ouevres, dancing.
Listen to Q96 FM for details

Join the Fun at Smedley's
0

IM

i

JL770
PA1*FI6U>

Me.

■ft*4 «A-

Avg-

*

PAtRPlCi.0

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603
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Fairfield University Bloodmobile Ranks
S

As you are walking to your classes this November and you
see a white, Red-cross marked Bloodmobile—Do Not Panic. Each year—both in November and in February—Circle
K and the Student Nurses Association sponsor the semiannual Fairfield University Bloodmobile. This past November Fairfield surpassed all records, ranking first in the Circle
K District and second in the Circle K International Single Service Competition.
A Volunteer organization, Circle K began sponsoring the
bloodmobile in 1982. They usually run for two consecutive
days between the hours of 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Approximately
a week before the actual Bloodmobile arrives, Circle K members set up tables outside the Oakroom in order for students
and faculty to make appointments. This way there will be no
time wasted standing in lines the day you arrive to give blood.
All students and faculty are encouraged to donate. As long
as you are of 17 years of age and weigh over 110 pounds you
may give.
When you arrive at the Oakroom the Health History Nurses
will give you a form in which you indicate your state of health
by answering various questions concerning sickness and
medications. Your blood pressure and pulse is then taken
and a drop of blood is extracted from your ear in order to check
the iron content. You then will know whether you are able
to give blood. If the nurses feel you are able, you then go
to the unit and lie down. It takes only several minutes for the
actual donation, but you remain resting for at least ten minutes

I

or until you f^
coffee or juic
the process
Circle Kencc
but if this is
Last Novel
came closeK will begin
chairman, UJ
members to I
the honorary!
organization!
also involve!
Tim Martir
are involved i
national Sine
the amount
proximately I
the Novembl
Chuck Hi
summed up|
"Students'
part of the
Circle K is I
urge all, fact
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ks Second In The Nation In 1983-84'
^

i

4
until you feel strong enough to leave. They then offer you
[ffee or juice in order to replenish your strength. Although
process may sound long, it takes only 20-25 minutes,
[rcle K encourages all to make an appointment in advance,
jit if this is not possible "walk-ins" are welcome as well.
Last November Circle K wanted to raise 550 pints. They
June close-raising 515 pints. The first of November Circle
/ill begin advertising. Each year they appoint an honorary
bairman, usually a faculty member, who urges fellow faculty
[embers to donate. This past year Father Bill Cullen was
le honorary chairman. Circle K members and various other
Jganizations such as the Student Nursing Association are
Iso involved.
pirn Martin, president of Circle K, stated that many hours
fe involved in running a successful bloodmobile. The Interational Single Service Competition bases their awards on
|e amount of work put into each event. He stated that aproximately 500-600 "man-hours" of work were involved in
(e November drive.
Chuck Hacker, '85, who chaired the record setting drive
immed up the results of the Red Cross function by saying,
students were then and continue to be the most important
irt of the whole program."
I Circle K is eagerly anticipating the next bloodmobile. They
rge all, faculty as well as students, to get out and Give!

BfoodiAofiiie
B84
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World Acclaimed Sculptor Exhibits On Campus
Works by Frederick Shrady, one of the world's
leading contemporary sculptors of religious art,
will be exhibited at the Gallery at the Center for
Financial Studies on the campus of Fairfield
University starting Sunday, Sept. 16. The show
will be the largest ever of Shrady's art and will
feature 46 pieces of sculpture—including the
original models of many of his massive
bronzes—3 paintings and a series of paintings
of the Stations of the Cross.
Among the highlights will be the 9-foot-high "Triad," on loan from General Electric corporate
headquarters in Fairfield, and "Apolo-Soyez," a
1975 creation that celebrated the linkup of Soviet
and U.S. space capsules. Philip Morris purchased
a copy from Shrady for Soviet Premier Brehznev.
A resident of Easton, Conn., Shrady is the first
American asked to create a sculpture for the Vatican Gardens, and two Popes have included his
art in their private collections.
Continuously active, Shrady, 76, this year created a figure of St. Thomas More and the Madon-

in New York and a copy is in the Vatican Museum. He has also created statues of Moses and
of Ruth and other sculptures for synagogues in
Philadelphia and Virginia.
Shrady has special links to Fairfield University. In 1963, students at the university commissioned a 25-inch bronze of St. Peter the
Fisherman as a Christmas gift to Pope Paul VI.
Another bronze of the work will be included in the
Fairfield exhibit. In addition, in 1966, the Carlson
Festival, directed by Ruth Carlson Horn, sponsored a Shrady exhibit at the dedication of the
Fairfield University Campus Center.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, Chairman of the Fine Arts
Department at Fairfield University, commented
that the new show will be a representative sampling of works by Shrady in diversified media.
"Many of the works were preliminary models for
what were eventually major sculptures. We will
finally see a large selection of Shrady's artwork
under one roof."
Shrady who was born in Elmsford, NY, was

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Model for proposed "Human Rights" bronze sculpture for U.S. Mission to U.N.

TASTE
THE NEW
CHOCOLATE
PEANUT BUY ONE

Frederick Shrady at work in his studio.
na and child for the strikingly modern St. Thomas
More Church in Sarasota, Fla. He was recently
requested by Jeanne Kirkpatrick, the U.S. ambassador to the U.N. to design an 18-foot bronze entitled "Human Rights" to be installed in front of
the U.S. mission to the U.N.
His semi-abstract bronzes of saints, apostles
and holy figures are displayed worldwide. His fivefoot-tall "St. Elizabeth Seton" is at St. Patrick's
Cathedral in New York. At the Basilica of the Annunciation in Nazareth, Israel, Shrady's 12-panel
study, cast in bronze, depicts the life of the Virgin Mary. His "Christ and Child" is a 9-foot tall
work at the Joseph Kennedy Center for Exceptional Children in Worcester, Mass. He sculpted
a 28-foot bronze "St. Peter the Fisherman" for
the Fordham University campus at Lincoln Center

educated at Choate and entered Oxford in 1929
but left within two years to study in Paris where
he painted internationally acclaimed canvasses.
During World War II, he served with the French
Resistance and later the American OSS which
assigned him to locate missing works of art. After the war, he moved to Connecticut and shifted
from painting to the three dimensional nature of
sculpture. His art has been described as combining dramatic gestures with a semi-abstract
style.
The public may view the show on opening day
from 3 to 5 p.m. and then Mondays through Fridays from 2 to 4 p.m. until Nov. 1

BUTTER
CRUNCH

ueen's
hoice

Peanut Butter and
chocolate lovers...
unite and delight!
Dairy Queen treats
you to the new Peanut
Butter Crunch— made with
Queen's Choice hard
ice cream.

courtesy of Public Relations

MIDAS TOUCH JEWELERS
Fine selection of 14 Karat gold charms,
rings, chains, bracelets, earrings
as well as sterling silver and gold filled.

What's it like? Thick chocolate
ice cream smothered in
chocolate and peanut butter
topping, with chocolate crunch,
whipped topping and a cherry.
Almost too much to love. Dip into
one soon. It's one of our newest
ti treats. At the participating Dairy Queen
store in your neighborhood.
1902 Post Road, Fairfield 259-5659

EAR PIERCING DAILY!
203 259-4895

1547 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430

E
°^g
WITHAD

Dairy
Queen
WE TREAT YOU RIGHT
AM D.Q. Corp/1984
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Miller Speaks Tonight
by Thomas P. Moore
Renaissance man hits one's ear with the ring
of a well worn figure of speech but as with all
cliches sometimes they have to be used. In this
case the term describes Dr. Jonathon Miller in
the best way. The speaker who is featured Tonight
in the Oak Room at 8:00 p.m. as part of the People's Forum sponsored by the People's Bank, has
made a name for himself in numerous fields. The
clinical psychologist from England has proved
himself as a playwrite, author, producer, speaker and director.
The sought after speaker includes the university on his agenda as part of a limited two week
stay in the country. Miller will only make a limited
number of university appearances.
According to Ms. Chris Sinaguila, the director
of Special Events, who worked to secure Miller's
appearance, tickets to the engagement moved
within a week at the bank to the point that the
officials at People's have turned away hundreds
of inquiries for tickets.

Dr. Miller's theatrical beginnings go back to his
days as a 26 year old medical student who worked
on the writing and performed in Beyond the Fringe,
a play that later developed into a smash on both
Broadway and in London theaters.
His talents include being one of the more innovative and controversial theater, television and
opera producer/directors of our time. The director of Special events continued commenting on
Miller's fame by saying that as an author his success can be seen in the fact that his medical books
are used here on campus.
Topics that will probably show up in his talk include his decision to return to the world of medicine, as a fellow at McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario.
Numerous letters from schools who have featured Dr. Miller unanimously praise him and his
delivery and his "indescribable intellect" as the
Michigan State University billed his appearance.
Whitman College in Washington State deemed
his delivery a "smash."

FUTURE FOR FUTURE TENSE
by Jane Confessore
This past Friday night the Campus Center Oak
Room was wrenched out of it's summer silence
with the rowdy music of Future Tense at this year's
first dance of the semester sponsored by F.U.S.A.
The Long Island based band played three one
hour sets for the audience which was comprised
mainly of campus dwelling freshman and sophomores. Future Tense's music was defined by one
student in attendance as top forty hits with some
new wave, including a few Billy Idol numbers.

FOR SALE:
REFRIGERATOR

Jim O'Connor, F.U.S.A. Vice President in charge
of student activities commented "you always want
to sell out, but for such short notice we were happy
with the turnout." Those who attended seemed
happy with the performance.
Future Oak Room concerts are planned. Publicity, attendance and quality thereof will increase,
but cost will remain constant. A reliable source
of good entertainment continues to be the Oak
Room concerts.

The Department of Fine Arts has announced the fall schedule of art exhibitions in The Corridor
Gallery.
From September 20 through October 11, Suzanne Kachmar, a 1980 graduate of Fairfield University, will exhibit a series of recent works on paper entitled "The Lido Sisters in Venice." These
pieces have recently been exhibited at A Thousand Words Gallery in Norwalk where the artist
also participated in the Sono Celebration for the Arts.
Ms. Kachmar was the recipient of the Fine Arts Department Award to an Outstanding Art Student and had a one person exhibition in the Loyola Art Studio her senior year. Since graduating
she has spent some time in Italy as part of graduate studies at New York University's Masters
Program in Fine Arts. Last spring her work was selected as part of an exhibition at the Center
for Financial Studies entitled "Emerging Artists.' She exhibits frequently in the area and has a
studio in Bridgeport.
Other exhibitions coming to The Corridor Gallery include: Photography by Patrick Vingo and
Jay Bisaillon of Norwalk; October 16 through November 6. Collage by Joy Floyd of Bridgeport;
November 8 through November 27. Woodblock Prints by Fairfield University students; December
4 through December 18.
The gallery is located in Loyola between the Art Studio and the Print Shop. The exhibitions
are open to all. Gallery hours are continuous during the weeks of each show.

Eastwood Walks Tightrope
by Mindy Weaver

,

Not at all your "Go ahead, make my day," flick
that brought Clint Eastwood to fame, "Tightrope"
is an ordinary suspense thriller containing at least
five rapes, seven murders and a few graphic special effects.
In this Eastwood film, Clint no longer plays the
legendary "Dirty Harry." Now he's Wes Block, a
somewhat hardened police detective aiming to
catch a murdering rapist who is on a rampage
in the New Orleans setting of the movie. Adding

,some intrigue to the plot, the killer is only murdering women that Block has spent the night with.
Besides the name change to Wes Block, one
more new dimension has been added in an attempt to make Block a more likeable character,
Eastwood is a devoted single parent in "Tightrope," with is real life daughter playing his stage
daughter.
If you are looking for the legendary "Dirty Harry," stay away from Eastwood's latest, but if it's
suspense that you're seeking, then "Tightrope"
might be for you.

Sanyo Compact Unit
Ideal for dormitory.
Used only 3 months.
Excellent condition.
$50. Call 259-4094
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Corridor Gallery Returns
Alumna Opens Next Week

PlfWSONAL TYPEWRITER

TOP SELECTIONS
AND
BOTTOM OF THE
BARREL PRICES

SCH AEFER exports $6" tax plus deposit
^*s**r5

case lus
12 oz. cans CQQQ
P
suitcase ^O5"* tax plus deposit

STROHS
12 oz. cans
BUSCH suitcase

£QAQ
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case plus
tax plus deposit

BUDWEISER exports «9" taxafdePpoSsit
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RIKALOFF 1.75 liter' $799
80Proof ....
1 Liter »499

RIKALOFF

This typewriter can take you places

10% Discount w/F.U.I.D.

Complete portability; letter-quality print
Choice of typestyles; automatic functions
On-display correction; professional-touch keyboard

Beer by the Case/Liquor Over 500 ml Size

THE EXECUTIVE IMPRESSION

Canon

CALL 259-1764

FREE DELIVERY*

ELFCTfiONC TYPEWBITEBS

* DELIVERY POLICY
All transactions must be done with students over 20 years of age. Be
preapred to sign age statement forms and have proper ID (Drivers License
and F.U.I.D.) Deliveries will be made between 6-8 pm Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
CALL BEFORE 6 PM. SALE ITEMS NOT APPLICABLE ON DELIVERIES.
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Law Schools To Meet Candidates In New York
by Stephen J. Humes
When you think about the process of preparing for Law School, confusion might set in. Do
you know how to prepare, apply, take the LSAT,
locate a school for you?
The first nationally sponsored Law School Forums will be held this fall in three different cities.

These forums are designed to help prospective
law school students in many ways.
More than 100 law schools from across the
country have agreed to send representatives to
this first series of national law school forums.
The free 1Vi day Law School Forums are scheduled for September 21-22 at the world Trade
Center in New York City, October 12-13 at the Expo

It's All In The Wash
by Jedd Sherman
Without a doubt, a young man entering Fairfield University comes across many diffidult subjects in his educational process. Besides the core
curriculum consisting of english, math, science,
language, and religion courses, there are many
courses which must be taken to complete a major.
Although Jesuit Universities believe in a wellrounded education, they have neglected to offer
a course which would be extremely helpful to
many young freshmen at Fairfield University—
"Introduction to Laundry."
For most guys, this course must be self-taught.
But if one is lucky, one can find rather easily, a
young, pretty professor who has a degree in
"Laundry" sciences. She will probably be most
obliging in offering her assistance in an excellent
introductory course and, if one is really lucky, she
will offer some detergent and, perhaps, some
loose change to operate the laundry machines.
The first area in which the new-found profes-

sor teaches us is in the field of color division. This
is simply the process by which one sorts out the
whites from the colors, so that the white, cotton
T-shirts emerge from the machine white; not red
or blue. After the sorting is done, one may go on
to the next phase.
Phase two is fraught with many decisions. One
must decide about what detergents to uSe. Should
one use a red liquid or a blue powder? Should
one use a built-in fabric softener or one without?
Should one use mom's brand or one of the new
miracle liquids? The last questin is the easiest
to answer and will solve the other questions more
easily. Since mom is not around, we will just have
to use the pretty professor's brand. That was simple enough so on to the tougher part.
How much detergent should be used? This is
often an area where we men really botch up. We
just do not know the difference between a quarter of a cup and half of a cup, but we men just never
really expect to do laundry. Luckily, that pretty
professor has remembered her measuring cup

Center in Chicago, and November 16-17 at the
Los Angeles Hilton in Los Angeles.
"These Law School Forums are a singular opportunity for prospective law students to learn first
hand about the admission process, about what
specific law schools have to offer, and about law
careers," according to Martha Benson McGrane,
director of public affairs for the Law School Admissions Council.
In addition to talking directly with law school
representatives and securing a wide range of admissions materials and catalogs, prospective students will have a chance to view specially
produced videotaped programs that will run
concurrently throughout the day and a half
forums.
The videotapes outline getting into law school,
including information on the LSAT which is sponsored by the Law School Admissions council.
They are designed to help applicants evaluate law

schools and identify key discussion topics to pursue with law school representatives, such as curriculum, joint degree programs, preparation for
law careers, and placement after graduation. Particular attention has been given to address the
opportunities available in legal education and in
the profession for members of minority groups.
The forums have been purposely scheduled
at times and at places that will meet the needs
of the broadest possible spectrum of law applicants. "We know of no better way to reach so
many propsective students, with such quality information, in so short a time," McGrane says.
Each forum will follow the same IV2 day schedule, with hours on Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. and on Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Admission is free.
Anyone interested in additional information including a list of schools sending representatives
to the forum can contact the Mirror office.

j FEATURES 1
so we will just let her figure out the amount of detergent that should be used and go on to phase
three.
Phase three can be a real pain in the neck. For
Continued on page 11

RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current 306- page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206 JCT,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477-8226.

Get down to business fester.
With the BA.-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
© 1983 Texas Instruments

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
Think business. With
and balloon payments.
the
BA-35 Student
The BA-35 means you
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
*
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

September 13

Fairfield Mirror

Going back to elementary school in September always meant two things: Getting up early and
writing about what I did with my summer. I thought
that was a thing of the past when I went to colWe all make mistakes.
Being frazzled after finals, I could not wait to

I admit it. Out of everything I promised to accomplish, none of it was done. "The beach every weekend" horseback riding" and a weekend
at the Hamptons all fell victim to rainy days and
lack of time. I didn't really spend eight days putting together a shed, did I? The plan was to take

Much Ado
About Nothing
by Christine Ryan
get home and relax. All that free time after work
plus ail the money I was earning should add up
to fun times. My friends were earning lots of
money too, but their "after work" and mine hardly ever corresponded. There is a ton of effort involved in organizing a trip for four people, even
to the movies. Much can be said for dorm life if
you overlook the noise and the mess. Friends walk
up two flights of stairs and drag you out the door
when they hear of a party. Cover charges do not
exist. Walking into loud, dark bars and knowing
no one can get monotonous.
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Intro to Computers during the July session. Every night for two hours. What if there was a
problem with my program? There were no computer minors down the hall, only Van Halen blasting from my brother's room.
My family was really looking forward to the wedding down South. We were not excited with the
melting wheel bearings on Route 78, two hours
from the exchange of the vows. It did allow us a
delightful tour of Spivey's Corners, NC—hogcalling capital of the world. So much for the champagne toast.
One highlight of the summer was the trip to "the
city", especially because I got a day off from work

THREE CokD SIX I Got P\N\/
PftCKS, PLEASE,. I.D.; SON ?
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It's All In The Wash
Continued from page 10
some of us guys, operating the machines can be
really tough. After all, there are so many types
of buttons. There are push buttons, pull buttons,
and even twisting wash selecting knobs. It is really
overwhelming at times but luckily, that pretty
professor knows just what to do. Oh, just remember, if you try every button and you just can not
seem to start the machine, maybe you should put
the money in. (See the pretty professor about that
matter.)
Within a half-hour, it is on to phase four-the
dryer. This is by far the simplest part of doing laun-

(and I refuse to explain how). That day included
many l-always-wanted-to's like Macy's and Saks
Fifth Avenue window shopping and a Broadway
play.
It never fails. Once August first rolls around
(sometimes even earlier) the only question asked
by any older relative is "When are you going back
to school?" At least most of them have stopped
saying, "Oh my, look how much you've grown."
Time was running out. I started counting at
thirty days left. Friends started leaving. Weekends
were filled with things that must be done. There

dry. All you have to do is to take the clothing from
the washer and place it in the dryer. The only thing
that can really go wrong is if your clothing shrinks,
which could never happen with the pretty professor overlooking the wash for you.
Finally, we arrive at phase five which is the best
part. The dryer has stopped and you take the laundry out to be folded, and the pretty professor is
there to help out. Of course, she complaisantly
folds all the clothing and you begin to thank her
over and over again, saying, "Oh, come down
to my room and I'll help you with Calculus." or
"Hey, tonight we're having a big party in my room,
so stop by!"

still was no barbecue at the beach. Important jobs
were finding out who I was living with and making curtains for my room.
"Aren't you packed yet?"
"Mom, I'm leaving next Saturday."
Of course it was left until the night before. There
were the usual good byes that night as my friends
scattered upstate. "See you Thanksgiving" There
are only 86 days until Christmas vacation and finals again. When I finally get home, we can see
the tree-lighting ceremony, and there is always
horseback riding in the snow...
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Wanted
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1474 Post Road 259-0673

DISCOUNT LIQUOR
Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN!

delivery
persons

Serlin will meet or beat
any advertised liquor
beer or wine price!*
Your nearest location:

*State law forbids us to sell below cost.

DOMINO'S PIZZA

16330/4030-3

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.
367-9956

.—/
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SPORTS 1

Boosters Beaten By
LaSalle, 4-1, In Opener
LaSalle University scored two goals in each half
to defeat Fairfield 4-1 Saturday afternoon. It was
the season opener for both soccer clubs.
The Stags' lone goal came from freshman midfielder Tim Mahoney. Mahoney's drive from just
outside the penalty area deflected off the head
of a LaSalle defender and into the net.
Four separate players scored for LaSalle. The
first goal came on a shot by Jay Young that just
caught the upper left corner. Twenty minutes later,
at 29:45, Reynaldo Jimenez tallied to make it 2-0.
Mahoney's goal came at 35:10 to cut the lead
to one and the Stags started to pick up the pace

bf the game. But LaSalle, the defending MAAC
champs, got goals from Joe Rudy and Carleson
Thompson in the second half to extinguish
Fairfield.
Explorer goalkeeper Mark Melvin stopped 11
Stag shots while Kevin Shea saved 16 for Fairfield.
The next Stag soccer game is today as they
host UMass at 4.00 P.M.
Fairfield kicked off its soccer season with a 4-1 loss Saturday.

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY COMPOSITE ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
FALL- 1984

Baseball Fall Opener
Double Header
Results
Concordia
12 Fairfield
Fairfield
2 Cordordia

Not Really A
Sports Column
This is not a sports column. This is a filler.
This is black type intended to fill white space.
If you don't like it, tough. This is my sports section and I do as I please. I am Daffy Duck and
the pearl is mine, mine, mine.
Now that we're acquainted, I'd like to come
to grips with my major, english. In all honesty,
I am embarrassed to have a girl's major. We
fairies are, characteristically, too righteous, too
ugly, and too concerned with "the human experience." We simply adore finding ourselves
and searching for our own identities. Some
of us can't even admit that National Lampoon
is our favorite magazine. And none of us enjoys writing. We enjoy bylines.
So how 'bout them Giants, eh Walt? They
blew out America's Team! It conjured up visions of pigs doing half gainers from pike positions into unsuspecting portions of manure.

On Sports & Such
by Joe DiPetro
Has any of you ever played wiffle ball with
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawberry, Herm Winningham, Gene Rayburn, and Earl Scheib?
Well my housemates and I did last Sunday and
I sprained my knee while hopping over the
fence to retrieve Scheib's colossal homer in
the third. I'm such a geek. Still, Scheib will
paint you car for $89.95, no ups and no extras.
Terminal psoriasis is not good and spools
of thread are more fun at picnics than orange
rubber cones.
Me, a drinking problem? Pucky! If you don't
have anything to do, then you just might as
well have fun doing it. That's the philosophy
lecture for the month so don't go to any classes in months that end in BER, O.K.?
Right now I'd like to thank everyone who
made this all possible. First, a warm Shea
Stadium ovation Tom Moore, who does not
censure my work. Next, I'd like to thank the
most holy Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. He is love.
And I can't forget Whitman Mayo, you know,
the guy who played Grady on Sanford & Son.
He's been both a father and a friend to me.
This ballad needs two more lines to fill the
white space. If you've gotten this far then you
don't give a hoot about the human experience
and I appreciate that.
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.it's worth looking
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B = Fall Baseball

14
4

(one Hitter Greg Bozzi & Rich demons)

«».

S = Soccer
WT = Women's Tennis

C = Men's & Women' s Cross Country
F = Women's Field Hockey
SEPTEMBER
Saturday-8
Sunday-9
Tuesday -11
Thursday-13
Friday-14
Saturday-15

Sunday-16
Tuesday-18
Wednesday-19
Friday-21
Saturday-22
Sunday-23
Monday-24
Tuesday - 25
Wednesday-26
Thursday-27
Friday-28
Saturday-29
Sunday-30
OCTOBER
Monday-1
Wednesday - 3
Thursday-4
Friday-5
Saturday-6

C
S
B
F
F
S
B
C
B
S
F
B
S
WT
F
S
B
B
WT
B
S
WT
F
S
WT
S
F
WT
C

Fairfield U Invitational
LaSalle
Concordia
Rhode Island
C. W. Post
Massachusetts
Southern Connecticut
Wagner
Quinnipiac (2)
Providence
Northeastern
Quinnipiac (2)
lona
New Haven
Amherst
Marist
New Haven
Quinnipiac (2)
Hartford
Fordham (2)
Connecticut
Central Connecticut
Trinity
Connecticut College
Quinnipiac
New Haven
Hofstra
Connecticut State Tourney
St. Peter's College/St. Thomas
& Quinnipiac
B Fordham (2)
F Lowell
S Hartford

WT
WT
S
F
B
WT
B
S

Connecticut
Queens
Manhattan
Southern Connecticut
New Haven
Rhode Island/So. Connecticut
Southern Connecticut (2)
St. John's

H
H
H
A
H
H
H
A
H
H
H
A
A
A
A
A
H
H
- H
H
A
A
A
H
H
A
H

10:30 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
12:00 Noon
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon
2:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.

A

10:30 A.M.

H
H
A

12:00 Noon
11:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.

A
H
H
A
H
H
H
A

3:00
3:30
4:00
3:00
3:30
10:00
1:00
1:00

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

INTRAMURAL SEASON BEGINS
by Rex Plec
September means action starts once again at
the Rec Plex. The Intramural Department, headed by Donna Col line, is hard at work setting up
the fall calendar of events.
Heading the fall schedule is the ever-popular
flag football season. Sign-ups end Friday the 14th,
so players are urged to sign up before the 9:00
deadline. There are leagues for men and women with games scheduled for weekday nights.
Captain's meetings for all teams, men and women, will be on the 16th at 7:00 p.m.
Graduation has taken away two old powerhouses from the flag football rankings. Gone are
the RED TANK and th NIWAA's, here to stay are
the Hofnars and the DICTATORS. Led by captain

Frank Hand, the DICTATORS easily out-distanced
the HOFNARS, led by Jaime Miller, 35-13 in the
championship game last season. This season
should prove to be interesting as the HOFNARS
are returning intact while the DICTATORS have
lost two linemen to graduation and wide receiver
Dan "Lookin' good, feelin' good" Falvey with an
arm injury. Undaunted, Captain Hand has
weighed in at a portly 190 lbs. to help shore up
the offensive line. Still, some say the boys from
Craig Ct., the Reemers, and the Final Thrust
could be heirs to the throne.
The fall also brings the annual Inner Tube Water
Polo league in our own Rec Plex pool Sign-ups
begin on Monday, the 24th, and we encourage
all to try aquatic athletics.

Also on tap for the fall will be two new kids on
the block: a beach volleyball tournament and a
co-ed Softball tourney. The volleyball tournament
signups end today with the one day tournament
on the POINT on the 15th. And on the 23rd, the
Softball tourney will be held on the Campion intramural field. Sign up on the 19th and the 20th.
COMING SOON: A wall-sized calendar for Rec
Plex events and deadlines for sign-ups, as well
as dates fo captain's meetings, referree's clinics,
and room for your personal needs. You too can
brighten up that drab dorm room, fill that void in
your beach house, or wall-paper your townhouse
with a 1984-85 Intramural Sports Calendar. Pick
it up at the Rec Plex, where operators are standing by.

